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TEMPERED ULTRADISTRIBUTIONS AS BOUNDARY VALUES
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R. S. PATHAK

Abstract. The spaces Sa , Sh* and Sfc were introduced by I. M. Gel'fand as a

generalization of the test function spaces of type S; the elements of the correspond-

ing dual spaces are called tempered ultradistributions. It is shown that a function

which is analytic in a tubular radial domain and satisfies a certain nonpolynomial

growth condition has a distributional boundary value in the weak topology of the

tempered ultradistribution space (S¡¡<)', which is the space of Fourier transforms of

elements in (5*«)'. This gives rise to a representation of the Fourier transform of an

element U e (S*«)' having support in a certain convex set as a weak limit of the

analytic function. Converse results are also obtained. These generalized Paley-

Wiener-Schwartz theorems are established by means of a number of new lemmas

concerning S*« and its dual. Finally, in the appendix the equality Su'« - SUJ n Sh" is

proved.

1. Introduction. Ultradistributions are generalizations of Schwartz distributions

[23]. The general idea consists in taking smaller spaces of test functions than 2>(ti),

ß c R", in such a way that essential statements of the theory remain true (in a

generalized form), while the dual spaces are enlarged. The ideas of generalizing

distributions can be found in the works of Beurling [2], Björck [3], Ehrenpreis

[11-13], Gel'fand and Shilov [14], Roumieu [21, 22] and Schwartz [23]. Beurling and

Björck defined spaces of test functions by growth properties of their Fourier

transforms, while Roumieu used classes of ultradifferentiable functions taken from

classical analysis. Komatsu [16] gave a unified treatment of both theories and proved

deep and important structure theorems for these ultradistributions. Some special

types of ultradistributions have also been studied by Gel'fand and Shilov [14] under

the heading "Spaces of type S" and these are generalizations of the well-known

tempered distributions.

A further generalization of the spaces of type S was given by I. M. Gel'fand [14,

Appendix 1]; see also [21, 22]. In terms of arbitrary sequences {ak} (Ac = 0,1,2,...)

and {bq} (q = 0,1,2,...), he defined three spaces of test functions known as S , Sb<

and Sb". Babenko [1] studied the space Sb« and proved a general nontriviality

theorem. In this paper we study a number of properties of the space S0\ In the

Appendix we prove the important result S^« = Sa n Sb". The dual space of Sbi is

denoted by (Sa**)'. It contains the space S' of tempered distributions. Furthermore,
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538 R S. PATHAK

the Björck space S^ c (S"i)'; see Remark 3.8. The elements of the dual space will be

called tempered ultradistributions.

Distributional boundary value results concerning analytic functions which have

slow growth are important in quantum field theory; in particular the boundary

values can be interpreted as vacuum expectation values in a field theory. Con-

stantinescu [8] has obtained results representing vacuum expectation values as the

boundary values of functions analytic in a tube domain coresponding to the forward

light cone. Carmichael and Milton [7] have generalized the distributional boundary

value results of Constantinescu [8, Theorems 1, 2] to functions analytic in tube

domains corresponding to open convex cones. Using spaces of type W, Pathak [17]

extended some of the results of Carmichael and Milton. In these field theory results

the analytic functions are recoverable via the Fourier-Laplace transform of a

distribution which has support in a certain set and is the inverse Fourier transform

of the vacuum expectation value. These boundary value results are generalizations of

the Paley-Wiener theorem. We also note that Ehrenpreis [13] has obtained similar

results for elements in analytically uniform spaces of distributions.

The vacuum expectation values in the axiomatic quantum field theory of A. S.

Wightman [24] can have at most polynomial increase in momentum space. A. Jaffe

[15] has extended the axioms in order to allow nonpolynomial increase in momen-

tum space. The theory of Jaffe fields (strictly localizable fields) has been studied by

means of ultradistribution theory by Jaffe [15], Constantinescu and Thalheimer [9],

Constantinescu [8] and De Roever [19]. In this paper we study Fourier-Laplace

transform of tempered ultradistributions as boundary values of analytic functions of

nonpolynomial growth. We extend some of the results of Carmichael and Milton, De

Roever and Constantinescu referred to above. The present work will be useful in the

study of nonstrictly localizable fields which have greater than polynomial growth in

momentum space.

2. Notation and definitions. The «-dimensional notation used here will be that of

Schwartz [23]. We define

(x, y) = xxyx +  ■■■ + xnyn,       x g R",y g R",

with a similar definition for (x, z), x g R", z g C". Let a be an «-tuple of
A A

nonnegative integers. We define \a\ = ax + ■ ■ ■ + an and a! = a,! ■ ■ ■ a„!. The

differential operator Da is defined by D" = £»f' • • • £>„"-, where Dj = a/dtj, j =

1,... ,n. We put DJ to indicate differentiation with respect to / g R". We similarly

define xa = xxa> ■ ■ ■ xa„- and za = rf • • • z°\ x g R" and z g C. The norm in R"

and C will be denoted by || ||.

The Fourier transform of an L[-function <>(r ) is defined by

4>(x)=F[<t>(t);x] = f   4>(t)exp(i(x,t))dt.
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The inverse Fourier transform of <p g L1 is defined by

?-x\$(t); x\ = i»-"/"  *(r)exp(-i\>, r» dt.

We refer to [27] for definition and terminology concerning cones. C c R" is a cone

with vertex at zero if y g C implies Xy g C for all positive scalars X. The intersec-

tion of C with the unit sphere ||_y|| = 1 is called the projection of C and is denoted by

prC Let C be a cone such that prC c prC; then C will be called a compact

subcone of C. The function

pc(t)<-   sup {-(t,y))
V e pr C

is the indicatrix of C. 0(C) will denote the convex envelope of C.

C* = {f.fic(t)^0}= {t:(t,y)>0,y^C}

is the dual cone of C. The number

pc = sup       ( .'       ,        C, = R"\C*.
,eC. uc(t)

characterizes the nonconvexity of C. A cone C is convex if and only if pc = 1 [27,

Lemma 2, p. 220]. 7"c will denote the set R" + iC c C". If C is open and connected,

Tc will be called the tubular radial domain, while if C is only open Tc will be

referred to as a tubular cone. Examples of tubular radial domains are the octants

Gs= {z:8jlm(zj)>0,8 = (6x.«„),«,« ±l,j = \.n)

and the forward light cone

T + = jz:Im(z,)> |¿Im2(zy))

>/2\

We refer to Schwartz [23], Gel'fand and Shilov [14] and Edwards [10] for various

definitions and terminology concerning topological vector spaces and their dual

spaces. Let C be an open connected cone, and let C be an arbitrary compact

subcone of C. Let f(z) be a function of z = x + iy G Tc; let U be a generalized

function. By f(z) -» U in the weak topology of the generalized function space as

y = Im(z) -> 0, y g C c C, we mean (/(z), ^(x)) -* (î/, ^> as y — 0, >> g C

c C, for each fixed element if/ in the corresponding test function space. By /( z ) -» U

in the strong topology of the generalized function space as y = Im(z) -» 0, y g C

c C, we mean (/(z), ^(jc)) -* (î/, tf) as>> -» 0, y G C c C, where the conver-

gence is uniform for t// on arbitrary bounded sets in the corresponding test function

space. We then call U the weak (resp. strong) distributional boundary value of f(z),

and we note that it is defined on the distinguished boundary of Tc. {z = x + iy:

x G R", y = (0,... ,0)}, which is not necessarily the topological boundary of Tc. In

this paper we assume all open connected cones are convex.
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3. Test function spaces and their duals. Let {ak} and {bk}, k = 0,1,2,..., be

arbitrary sequences of positive real numbers. We will sometimes impose the follow-

ing conditions on these sequences:

(M.l) aj < ap_ xap+ x, p = 1,2,... ;

(M.2) there are constants K and H such that

a   ^ KH" min a a p = l,2,...;
O^qsip

(M.3) there is a constant L such that

°°     a    , a

q-p+l     "l GP + l

It is well known that the Gevrey sequences {(p!)"} and {ppa} satisfy the above

conditions for a > 1 [16, p. 26].

Definition 3.1. A sequence {ap} (or {b }) of positive real numbers is said belong

to class 37c if it satisfies (M.1)-(M.3).

Now we recall the definition and properties, due to Gel'fand [14], of the test

function space 5*«. It consists of all infinitely differentiable functions <f> defined on

R" which satisfy the inequalities

(3.1) \xaDß<p(x)\ < CAkB"akbq,

where |a| = k = 0,1,2,..., \ß\ = q = 0,1,2,..., and A, B, C are certain positive

constants.

For ak = kka, bq = qqß (a, ß > 0) the space S*« reduces to the space S? [14, p.

168] which is a well-known generalization of the Schwartz space ^of test functions

of rapid descent [23].

Now we define S*« as the union of countably normed spaces. Let Sjv«, denote the

set of functions <p on R" which, for any 8, p > 0, satisfy the inequalities

|xV(*)| « Ctp(A + 8)k(B + p)X*,

(M-¿-0,1,2.101-fl- 0,1,2,...).

The topology over the space Sfy*A is generated by the collection of norms

(3.2)      W.p=sup--'*y(j°'  —     (a.P-i,i....),
x.k.q(A + 8)k(B-rp)qakbq

where |a| = k = 0,1,2,... and \ß\ = q = 0,1,2,_It can easily be seen that S¡¡* is a

complete countably normed perfect space [14, pp. 179-184]. It is defined as the

union of the countably normed spaces Sb"BA for all indices A, B = \,2,_ A

sequence {<p„} of elements of S„* converges to zero in S*« if (i) all the </>„(*) belong

to the same Sfy*A, and (ii) {<f>„} converges to zero in the topology of 5*«;^; this is the

case if {<p„} converges correctly to zero and the inequality

(3.3) \x°D\(x)\ < C(A + 8)k(B + p)qakbq

is satisfied, where the constants A, B and C are independent of v.
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If the sequences {ak} and {bq} belong to the class 37? then from [22] we know that

the Fourier transform of (J>(r) g S*; is ^(x) = &[<t>(t); x] = ¡j> g SS;. The Fourier

transform and its inverse are topological isomorphisms between S*« and S£« [22,

Theorem 20]. Symbolically we write

(3.4) JF[S£]=S£.

The Fourier transform of an element U g (S1*«)' is defined to be the element F such

that the Parseval relation

(3.5) (V,4/) = (2n)n(U,<t>)

holds, where <i> G S*«, ̂  = 4> e (5¿«), and F is the Fourier transform of U, denoted

V = &[U]. In fact the Fourier transform is an isomorphism from (S£«)' onto (S^)'.

Associated functions.

Definition 3.2. For each sequence {bk} of positive numbers we define its

associated function b(p) on (0, oo) by

(3.6) fc(p)=suplog(p*V**).
k

If bk satisfies (M.l) then by Komatsu [16, Proposition 3.2, p. 49],

(3.7) ¿>t-60sup(p*/cxp*(p)).
p

Conditions (M.1)-(M.3) can be expressed in terms of the associated function b(p)

[16]. (M.3) requires that fx°° b(p)/p2 dp < oo. A necessary condition for this inequal-

ity is that for each e > 0 there is a K(e) > 0 such that for p > 0,

(3.8) b(p)<ep + K(e),

but this is not sufficient.

Definition 3.3. An operator of the form

(3.9) P(D)=   £ eaD°,       e-„GC,

M-0

is called an ultradifferentiable operator if for every L > 0 there exists a constant Q

such that

(3.10) \ea\ < QL^/b^,        W-0,1,2,....

If { bq} satisfies (M.l) then by [16, p. 58] the entire function

Hi)'   I eaz\       zgC",
M-0

satisfies the inequality

(3.11) \P(z)\ < Ccxpfc(L||z||).

Lemma 3.4. If [bq] satisfies (M.2) then the infinite order differential operator (3.9) is

defined and bounded in the space S%*A and transforms it into Sjjffî, and S^« into itself.
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Proof. The proof is similar to [16, Theorem 2.12].

Definition 3.5. A positive increasing function tj on [ 0, oo), where tj(0) = 0 and

7)(p)/p -» 0 as p -» oo, is called a subordinate function.

Lemma 3.6. Suppose {bq} g 37Î. Then for every subordinate function tj there exists

an ultradifferentiable operator P^D) such that

(3.12) |i>,(tó)|>exp¿(r,(||r||)),       M < 1.

Proof. See [19, p. 44].

Lemma 3.7. // bk satisfies (M.l) and (M.2) then the multiplication by P(ix) is a

continuous operation on SÜV

The proof is simple.

Another space with which we shall be concerned is Sh , defined as follows: Let K

be a regular compact set in R" and let h > 0. We denote by Sh ( K ) the space of all

(p g CK(K) satisfying

(3.13) \D%\ ̂  L h"bq,       1/81 = 67 = 0,1,2,...,

for some constant L ^ 0, and by Sèh the space of all / g Cx(R") with support in K

satisfying (3.13) for some L ^ 0. Clearly Sh(K) and 3)h are Banach spaces with

norm

(3.14) W=sup£Mil!.
xeK       n°q

1

3>h may be looked upon as a closed subspace of Sh(K). The corresponding dual

spaces are£&'h andS'h(K).

If {bq} satisfies (M.l) it can easily be proved that 2h is a dense subspace of S*«

and ( 5**)' is a subspace of 3>'h .

Remark 3.8. A function a(p) associated with the sequence [ak] satisfying (M.l)

is defined by a(p) = supk\og(pka0/ak). It plays the role of the Björck indicatrix u

occurring in the definition of the space Su [3]. In terms of a(p) the topology over Sjv

is defined by means of the norms

exp(a(x))<pß(x)
(3.15) 11*11 = sup

x.q B«bq
1/31=9 = 0,1,2.

From (3.14) one can easily see that 3>u c 5^« c Sa, where 3>u is the Beurling space

[3]. Moreover, Si)a is dense in Sa. Hence S'a c (S¡¡;)'.

4. Some preliminary lemmas. In this section we establish lemmas concerning

S^'-space and its dual which will be found useful in proving our distribution

boundary value results.

Let || ||p denote the L^-norm; then the following lemma relates the sup norm =

|| ||x to the Lp-norm forp = 1,2.

Lemma 4.1. Let <p g S£ and let «p( p) = .F[<p(jc)]. Then

(4.1) IWI2HWI2,      ll*lloc<(2W)"l*||i;
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||*V(*)IL
<(2vV)-n(||xV(x)||2+||xV+1(x)||2+||«x-V(x)||2).

Proof. For </> g S*» c y, inequalities (4.1) are well known. Now,

Wt = / (i+p2)1/2|<í>|(i+pT1/24>
Jo"

/^(î+p2)-1^] [/Rn(i¿i2+ip¿iVp

1/2

so by (4.1),

W0C<(2vV)-"[W2+||Z)<P||2].

(4.3) follows immediately from this relation.

Lemma 4.2. Let bk satisfy (M.l). Suppose $ ç Sh is such that for each n-tuple a of

nonnegative integers, {Da<¡>: <p G $} is uniformly bounded in Sh and ¥ c Sb« is

bounded. Then $^ = {<fn//: <p e fl>; ̂  e 9} ¿s bounded in S*«.

Proof. For <p g $ and ^ e Í, we have, by Leibnitz' rule,

|/-D*(W)(0|<2:íí)rD'->ll'*l>V(í)l

Ejfjc,*«»-^.^^*"«,^^

,101

Therefore, in view of (M.l), we have

|,az^(<p>M(0l < c3(« + iO'^'XA*,-

where C3 is another constant. This proves the lemma.

Lemma 4.3. Let C be an open convex cone. Let ak and bq satisfy (M.2) and (M.l),

respectively, and {</\(0: y G C) c Sh such that for each n-tuple of nonnegative

integers, { D"(\¡>r(t)): y G C} is uniformly bounded and D"(\pt.(t)) —> 0 pointwise for

t G Rnasy -* 0,y G C. Then for each <f> G 5*;,<p^,. -» 0 in Sft as y — 0,y G C.

Proof. Let <p be an arbitrary but fixed element of Sj¡«. Then there exist «-tuples A

and B such that <p G 5*«;^. Again by the generalized Leibnitz rule, we have

(4.4)    \taDß(^(tny(t))\^Ziß)\Dr^A')\\taDM')\

< L(ßy)cxh^biß_ylC2(A + 5)|a|(Ä + p)%¿,(.

<C3(,4 +Sy\alb]ßl(B + p + «)"".
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This inequality holds for all t g R" independently of y g C". It follows that the

norms \\<t>^y\\sAf,+h) are uniformly bounded independently of y g C.

Now we have

|r-A/,(*(0*,(0)|<E(î)c1*"-'V1

•rï(i+KI)>,WI      ,n    ,.-
-1 nr_!(i + wr

where a] = a, + 2. So that using (M.2) and the fact that

(i +M)'---(i + Ifj)'^"'sup|/« ••• el

we have

|í-A'(*(0+,(0)l
(A+8)k(B + p)qakbq

< Cxl(ß\h»-Hu_ypW sup
|r'¿y<KOl

I'riYi

This gives

.-i(l + fi.|)<V a*   (* + p)*   *,

(i + p + a.)* -      ici
< c3   /„ ,—7q~~ 11 :--¿imu.B.s.p.

(B + py   i-i (i +1/.|)"'

¡NvL,..1.8,P<c3ii<Piu.^.Pn/i "'.
.-i (i + uj) ■

where Ax = A max(l,2"H), Bx = B + h and a' = a + 2. Notice that the right-hand

side is Lebesgue integrable on R" and the bound is independent of y. Further, from

(4.4) we have

(4'5)    u + .)'(.1 + ,)'.,»,<?lr)í"l«rí7)   1°'   *'(,)i-

The hypothesis that DJ(\pi,(t)) -» 0 pointwise in R" as y -» 0, _y G C, for each a, and

(4.5) yield that

\t*Dß(<t>(t)>Pr(t))\

(Ax+8)k(Bx + Pyakbq
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pointwise on R" as y

have

OjeC. Now, by the dominated convergence theorem, we

(4.6) lim (
v-OJk

t°D?{ï(t)iv(t))

(Ax + 8)k(Bx + p)qakbq
dt = 0.

0 as y -* 0, y g C. ThisConsequently, in view of (4.3) and (4.6), \\<t>\\A B s

completes the proof.

We note the following less restricted version of Lemma 4.3 which will be used in

the sequel.

Lemma 4.4. Let ak and bq satisfy (M.2) and (M.l), respectively. Let C be an open

convex cone and let Q be an arbitrary but fixed positive real number. Let {\py(t):

y G C) c Sb such that for each n-tuple of nonnegative integers, {DJ(\pv(t)): y G C,

\y\ < Q} ,j uniformly bounded and Dtg(>pv(t)) -» 0 pointwise for t G R" as y -* 0,

y G C. Then for each <p G Sb;, <l»l>y-+0 in S¡¡; as y -» 0, >> G C.

Let b > 0 be fixed. Let £(i)) g Sh , tj g R, such that £(tj) - 1, tj > -ft, ¿(t/) = 0,

tj<( —¿>-e), e>0 and fixed, and 0 «s £(t)) < 1. Put

(4.7) *(/)-««*/»      (^C.ier),

where C is an open convex cone. We have X(t) g êh , t g R" and j g C d C.

Lemma 4.5. Let ak satisfy (M.2) and bq satisfy (M.l). Let C be an open convex cone

and C a compact subcone of C. Let <p G S*«. Let X(t) be the function defined by (4.7),

where b ^ 0 is arbitrary but fixed. Then

X(t)exp(-(y,t))<t>(t)->X(t)<j>(t)

in Sftasy ->0,y e C <B C.

PROOF. Let us set \py(t) = X(rXexp(- (y, /)) - 1),y e C « C, and use Lemma

4.4. Then we have

(4.8)      |Z),^(0| = L(Py)^X(t)((-y)^cxp(-(y,t)) - Dß^))

Now exp(-<>', t)) -* 1 pointwise for / G R" as y -* 0, y G C Since DyX(t) is

bounded on R" for each y, we have that the term in the sum in (4.8) which

corresponds to y = ß satisfies

\im(D»X(t)(e-<v'> -l)) = 0
y->0
vec

pointwise for t g R". In order to obtain a similar convergence in the other terms in

the sum (4.8), we recall that by the definition of X(t), DyX(t) = 0 for all y < ß and

î G R" such that (y, t) < -b - e, y g C. Thus DfyY(t) = 0 if (y, t) < -b - e,

y G C, so it suffices to consider Dßypy(t) for t g R" such that (y,t) > -b - e,

y g C For other terms in the sum corresponding to those y =*= /?, Z)^  Y(l) = 0, and
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for (y,t) > -b - e,y G C,

„\ß"ya-(y.0\ - î »M/,

q-\y\

£>^(r)(-.y)^V<v''>| < LB^b,y,eih+t)\yß-y\,

^+e\L(?)*m(^)"\i+M)^

-^ri(?)(^rw,+»l/3-y|

<*"SSH£+W>
Le<*+«>(*+^(M + l))\       (9-|i8|).

Thus »//,.(/) G «^  forjieC'ëC and Dfyy(t) is uniformly bounded for \y\ < 0,

>• G C. We conclude from the previous lemma that

\(i)(exp(-<>-,r»-l)*(/)-+0

in Sj"« as y -» 0, y G C <s C, which proves the desired result.

Lemma 4.6. Assume ak and bq are as in Lemma 4.5. Let C be an open convex cone

and ~ty a bounded set in Sj¡;. Let X(t) be the function defined by (4.7), where b > 0 is

arbitrary but fixed. Let

<t> = {\(t)cxp(-(y,t)):yeC,\y\ <e}.

where Q is an arbitrary but fixed positive real number. Then «^^ is a bounded set in

sv"*
Proof. From the proof of Lemma 4.5, 0 g Sh  and (DJ(X(t)exp(-(y, /»):

y G C, \y\ < Q} is uniformly bounded for each «-tuple a of nonnegative integers. By

Lemma 4.2, «fc^ is a bounded set in S*«.

Lemma 4.7. Let bq satisfy (M.l). Let U g (5**)' and 0 g S£. 77,e« 6U G (S*«)'.

Proof. Let <p g S*«. Then

xaDß(8<p)= Y,xalß\Dy8Dß^
y      \    '

^ L(ßy)cxA^B^albM- C2A°xBr^aQb{ß_y]
y ^    '

<CA^a0alayiß)B^Br^blal^-lyl"     "\ u\ß\

y

^C'A^A}alblßl(B + Bx)m,
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so 6$ G S*« for all <p G S¡¡;. The boundedness of the derivatives of 8 yields also that

{<p„} -» 0 in 5*« implies {#</>„} -> 0 in 5*« for v -» oo. Hence f? is a multiplicator in

(S£y and «7 6 (S*«y.

5. Paley-Wiener theorems for tempered ultradistributions. Let C be an open,

convex cone in R" and let « be a convex function on C, homogeneous of degree one.

The pair (h,C) determines uniquely a closed convex set U(h,C), not containing a

straight line, in R" by

(5.1) U(h,C)= {t:-(t,y)*h(y),yeC).

Conversely, each closed, convex set U in R", which does not contain a straight line,

uniquely determines an open, convex cone C in R" and a homogeneous, convex

function « on C such that U = U(h, C), according to (5.1); see [20].

We now define the space of analytic functions //* whose elements have distribu-

tional boundary values in the space (S¡¡k)', the space of Fourier transforms of

tempered ultradistributions. Let C be an arbitrary compact subcone of the cone C.

Let A/(0, m) denote a closed ball of the origin in R" of radius m, where w is an

arbitrary positive real number. Consider the function/(z) satisfying

(5.2) \f(z)\^K(C',m,L)exp{b(L\\z\\) + h(y) + a\\y\\}        (z € T(C',m)),

for all L, a > 0, where b is the function defined by (3.6), h(y) is the same as in (5.1),

(5.3) T(C, m) = R" + i(C \(C O N(0, m))),

and K(C, m, L) is a constant depending on C, m and L > 0. The set of all

functions/(z) analytic in T(C, m) and satisfying (5.2) for all compact subcones

C c C and for arbitrary positive number m is denoted by //*.

In the following theorem, which may be regarded as the Paley-Wiener theorem for

tempered ultradistributions, we show that functions in //* have distributional

boundary values in (S£*)'. In this theorem we shall be concerned with the cones

possessing the following property.

Definition 5.1. An open convex cone C is said to have property P if for each

<p g S*, there exist «-tuples A = (Ax,...,An) and B = (BX,...,B„) such that A,

B G C and <p G Sjj;-'A.

Theorem 5.2. Suppose {ak} g Wland {bk} G 37c. Let f(z) G H^-, and let C be an

open convex cone such that each compact subcone C c C satisfies property P. 77te«

there exists a unique element U G (5*«)' vvii« supp(i/) ç í/(/t, C) = {r : — (t, y) <

/i(^), j> G C'} jwcm /«a/ /(z) -> J^[l/] g (S^;)' /« r/je we-aA: topology of (Sg;)' as

y = lm(z)->0,.y & C ^ C.

Proof. Let K(L) denote the constant K(C, m, L) occurring in the inequality

(5.2). We define a subordinate function tj(p) (cf. Definition 3.5) by

(5.4) b(V(p)) = ini{b(Lp) + log( K(L)/K(\))};

then by [16, after Lemma 9.5] it follows that t/(p)/p -» 0 as p -» oo. So, from (5.2),

(5.5) |/(z)|< K(C',m,l)exp{b(7,(\\z\\)) + a(\\y\\) +h(y)}.
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Now, in view of Lemma 3.6, there exists an ultradifferentiable operator P(D)

depending on tj' such that

(5.6) Pn.(iz) > exp6(i,'(||z||)) > expft(i,(|M|)).

Set P(iz) = Pv(iz). Then choose 17' such that

(5.7) g,(t)-i2w)-m(   iÍ£l«p(-i<z,/»&,      zer(C',m),
Jftr P(iz)

exists finitely. Then gy(t) is a continuous function of f and, by the Cauchy-Poincaré

theorem [27, p. 198], it is independent of y. We therefore denote it by g(t). From

(5.5) we have f(z)/P(iz) G L1 n L2 as a function of x = Rez G R", >> G

C'\(C n #(0, m)). Thus by (5.5) and Plancherel theory exp(-(.y, t))g(t) G L2

as a function of t g R", and

(5.8) f(z)/P(iz)=&[exp(-(y,t))g(t):x]        (z G 7(C, m)),

where the Fourier transform is in the L2-sense. Here, Parseval's equation holds:

2

dx.
/(*)

P(/z)(5.9) Í»"/   |g(0|V2<>'-<><* = /

Let us show that g(t) g L2. In view of inequality (5.5), from (5.9), we obtain

(2.)"/   \g(t)\2e~2<-^dt < K2exp{2(h(y) + a\\y\\)}

•/   cxp[b(V(\\z\\))-b(V'(\\z\\))}dx,       yeC.

From this and from Fatou's lemma [27, p. 12], we conclude that

Í»"/      \g(t)\2dt < Um" /      |g(0|V2<>-'>¿, ^ *,«;'),

for arbitrary /? > 0, so g(t) G L2.

Next we show that g(/) e ($?*)'. Let <i> g S**. Then <p g SV* for some /I, B, and

/   \g(t)<t>(t)\dt = j      a0b0\g(t)\~Tdt
•'R" "Vki floDo

+ /       \t\-\(t)\^^\2dt.a2b0(A+8f

«c.iwi/    |g(/)|2^)    +c2|H|(/    |g(/)|2¿/)
\-Vi<i / \/i'i>i /

< 00.

Therefore, as a regular generalized function, g(t) g (5^«)'. Also, by Lemma 3.4,

í/=P(-Z))g(í)G(S£)'.

It remains to show that g(t) = 0 for / g R"\ U(h, C). It will be sufficient to

prove this result for a small neighbourhood ||/ - t0\\ < -q of an arbitrary point f0 in
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the domain R" \ U(h, C). Then there exists a point>>0 g C with \\yQ\\ = 1 such that

- (r0, y0) > h(y0). Let tj > 0 be so small that - (/0, y0) > h(y0) + 17. Let X be an

arbitrary positive number, and put j = X^0. Then

(5.10) <f0, y) = X(t0, y0) < -X(h(y0) + t,).

Setting C = {y: y = Xy0} and using the fact that for y g C, \\y\\ = X, from (5.5),

(5.7), (5.10) and (3.8), we have

\g(t0)\ ^ Ktexp[-X(h(y0) + t,) + \\y\\h(y/\\y\\) + aX + eLX]

= Ktexp[-X(i] - a - eL)].

Choosing e and a such that a + eL < r¡ and letting X -» 00, we see that g(t0) = 0.

Thus supp(g) ç U(h, C), since t0 is arbitrary and U(h, C) is a closed set.

Next we must prove convergence. Since, as a regular generalized function,

exp(-<>>, t))g(t) G (5*,)', yeC'\(C'n N(0, m)) and f(z)/P(iz) G L1 n L2 as

a function of x g R", (5.8) holds as an equality in (Sjj;)'. Let \p G S¡¡; and </> g 5*«

such that \j/ = &\$\. Then from (5.8) and (3.5), we have

(5.11) (f(z)/P(iz),<Kx))=(2v)n(cxp(-(y,t))g(t),<?(,))

(z G T(C',m))

fory = Im(z) arbitrary but fixed in C \ (C \ N(0, m)), where m may be arbitrarily

small and positive. Let b = supy\h(y)\,y g C. Since, supp(g) c U(h, C), we have

(5.12) (cxp(-(y,t))g(t),4.(t)) = (g(t),X(t)exp(~(y, .»*(/)),

where X(t) is the same as defined by (4.7). Since g(t) G (S*«)' and supp(g) c

U(h, C), from Lemma 4.5 we conclude that

Urn    (g(i),A(/)exp(-<j,/»<p(0)

(5.13) ..irse

= <g(0,M0<f>(0> = <g('),</>(0>.
Combining (5.11), (5.12) and (5.13) and using (3.5), we obtain

(5.14) lim    (f(z)/P(iz), *(*)> = (2-n)"(g(t), <¡>(t)) = (^[g], *(*)>,
v->0

so that

(5.13)    (/(*), *(*)> = (f(z)/P(iz), P(izU(x)) - <^[g], /»(«)*(*))

= (/>(,x)^[g],^(x))

as>> = Im(z) -» 0,^ êC'IC.

Since t/ = (P(-D)g(t)) g (S*;)', J^[t/] g (S^)'. Let t//(x) g S»«; then there

exists an element x~(') = x(_0 e •S'a/ sucn that >/'(^)=-^r[x"(0 : -*]» and this x"(0

is given in terms of \¡/(x) by

X(t)=^'1h(x);-t) = (27r)-nf   4,(x)exp(i(x,t))dx.
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Hence by (3.5), Definition 3.3 and Lemma 3.4, we have

(5.16) <^[l/],^(x)>=(2W)"(í/,xv(/)>

= / P(-D)g(t),f^ t(x)exp(i(x,t)) dx\

= lg(t), P(D)j^ 4,(x)exp(i(x,t)) dx\

-U('),fRJ(x)P(ix)cxp(i(x,t))dx\.

Since {ak} g 37Î, by Lemma 3.7, the multiplication by the polynomial P(ix) is a

continuous operation on 5¿« for |ej < QL^a^. Thus \¡>(x) g 5^« implies

(P(ix)xp(x)) g S£;, so there exists a function 0~(t) = 6( -1) g S*» for which

P(ix)xp(x)=ßr[8'(t);x]    and   (?"(/) = &-l[P(ix)^(x)\ -t\.

Thus from (5.16) and (3.5) we have

(5.17) (^[U],Ux))=(2ir)n(g(t),e'(t))

-(&[g],P(ix)t(x)) = (P(ix)3r[g],t(x)),

which shows that S^[U] = P(ix)&[g] G (S#)'. Combining (5.15) and (5.17) we

prove that f(z) -> &[U] g (S£;)', as j = Im(z) -» 0, y € C <S C, in the weak

topology of (S£*)\ as desired. This completes the proof of the theorem.

The space of functions f(z) considered by De Roever [19, Theorem 2.21(h)],

restricted to cones under consideration in this section, is a subspace of the space H*

defined in this paper. The function f(z) considered by De Roever satisfies the

growth condition (5.2) and is holomorphic in R" + iC, whereas in our case /(z)

satisfies (5.2) but is required to be holomorphic in T(C, m) only, where C <^ C.

Furthermore, (Sj¡i)' c Z'M, the dual of ZM, considered by De Roever [19], and the

injection can easily be shown to be continuous. Thus Theorem 5.2 gives more precise

information about the distributional boundary values of functions which are analytic

in tubular radial domains and which satisfy the growth condition (5.2) than was

given by [19, Theorem 2.21(H)].

The following is a stronger theorem than just the converse to Theorem 5.2.

Theorem 5.3. Assume [bk} G 37c. Let C be an open, convex cone and let U(h, C)

be defined by (5.1). Let g be a tempered ultradistribution with support in U(h,C),

which for m > 0 can be represented as g = Pm(D)Gm, where Pm(D) is an ultradifferen-

tiable operator and Gm is a continuous function on R" which satisfies

\GmU)\^K(m)exp{mU\\).
A

7Vje« the function f(z) = ¿F[exp( — (t, y))g,](x), whose boundary value equals ^[g],

satisfies: for every m > 0, C s C and L > 0 there is a constant K = K(m, C, L) > 0

such that

\f(z)\ < Kexp{b(L\\z\\) + h(y) + a\\y\\},       y G C, |lv|| > m.
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Proof. From §3 we know that g is an element of 3)'h and for such a g we have the

inequality [19, Theorem 2.24(ii), p. 61]

|/(z)| =|<g,exp(/(i,z»>| < tfexp{6(I||z||) + h(y)},       y G C, \\y\\ > m.

Since for any a > 0 and y g C, ||_y|| > m, exp(a||j>||) > 1, we have the desired result.

6. The space H°. In the special case h(y) = 0, we shall show that more informa-

tion can be obtained concerning the function/(z) G H° than was given in Theorem

5.2. It will be shown that /(z)G H° can be recovered as the Fourier-Laplace

transform of the constructed distribution U g (S*»)' and also as the Fourier

transform in (SU")' of cxp(-(y, t))Vr We shall prove that/(z) satisfies a strong

boundedness property in (S£«)'.

We now state without proof a lemma which is needed in the study of functions in

//°. This has been proved by Carmichael and Milton [7, Lemma 10].

Lemma 6.1. Let C be an open convex cone, and let C be an arbitrary compact

subcone ofC. Let g(t), t g R", be a continuous function with support in C* = U(0, C).

Let

(6.1) |g(/)|<Jtf(C',m)cxp(<í,/>+a|r|)       (r G IT),

for all a > 0, where M(C, m) is a constant depending on C c C and m, and (6.1) is

independent of f G C \ (C O N(0, m)), where m > 0 is arbitrary but fixed. Let y be

an arbitrary but fixed point of C'\(C C\ N(0, m)). Then exp(-(>\ t))g(t) G Lp,

1 < p < oo, as a function oft G R".

Lemma 6.2. Assume that bk satisfies (M.l). Let C be an open convex cone and C an

arbitrary compact subcone of C. Let U = P(D)g(t), where P(D) is the ultradifferen-

tiable operator defined by (3.9) and g(t) is a continuous function on R" satisfying (6.1).

Let supp(cV) ç C* = U(0, C). Thenf(z) = (U,exp(i(z, /»> is an element of H?.

Proof. Let C be an arbitrary compact subcone of C and m > 0 be arbitrary but

fixed. C* is a regular set [23, pp. 98, 99]; thus supp(g) = supp(t7) £ C*. Consider

the function

/(z)= (l/,exp(/(z,.))) -P(-«)/   g(t)cxp(i(z,t))dt.
jc.

Following the technique of Carmichael and Milton [7] it can now be shown that/(z)

is   analytic   for   z G T(C\ m),   C <ë C,   m > 0   is   arbitrary,   and   |/(z)| <

K(C, m)|P( —z'z)|. Now, using inequality (3.11) and the fact that for any a > 0 and

y e C \ (C n JV(0, m)), exp(o||y\\) > 1 we have

|/(z)|</:'(C',m)exp(è(L||z||)+a|H|).

Theorem 6.3. Assume {ak}, {bk} g 37c. Let f(z) G H° and let C" possessing

property P be an arbitrary compact subcone of the open convex cone C. Then there

exists a unique element U G (5*«)' with supp(i/) ç c7(0; C) - {/: (/, _y) 3* 0, ^ G

C'} jmc/j í/iaí:

(i) exp(- (y, t))U, G (SU;)'for all y g C;

(ii)/(z) = <í/,exp((<z, í»> (z g 7(C, m));
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(iii) f(z) = ^"[exp(- (y, t))U,], z = x + iy G T(C, m) in the sense of equality in

(iv) {/(z): y = Im(z) G C'\(C n N(0, m)), \y\ < Q) is a strongly bounded set

in (S¿«)', where Q is arbitrary but fixed positive real number greater than m;

(v)f(z)^>jr[U] G (S£;)' in the strong (weak) topology of (S'¿;)' as y = Im(z) -> 0,

yGC'tsC.

Proof. Theorem 5.2 ensures the existence of the unique element U g (S*«)' with

supp(í/) ç t/(0, C) such that/(z) -> ̂ [U] g (S£;)' in the weak topology of (Sft)'

as y -* 0, y G C <§ C. From the proof of Theorem 5.2 we have exp( - (y, t))U, g

(S*;)', Vy G C, and also U = P(-D)g(t), where P(Z>) is defined by (3.9) and g(t)

is a continuous function. From (5.5) and (5.7) it follows that

\g(t)\ < M(C',m)exp((y,t) + a\\y\\)

for all a > 0 and ally g C <= C. Therefore, by Lemma 6.2, (U, exp(/(z, /))) exists

as an analytic function of z g T(C, m). A simple calculation yields

(6.2) (U,exp(i(z,t))) = P(iz)<F[cxp(-(y,t))g(t):x]        (z^T(C',m)).

In view of Lemma 6.1, the Fourier transform exists in the L1, as well as the L2, sense.

Combining (5.8) and (6.2) we arrive at (ii).

Now we prove (iii). Let ^ G S£;. Then there exists an element 6"(t) = 6( -1) g Sj"«

such that ^(x) = ^r[0"(r); x] and 0(t) =^-\^(x); -t]. For/ an arbitrary but

fixed point of C'\(C n N(0, m)) we have

(6.3) exp(-(y,t))0~(t) = (2-n)-nf   t(x)exp(,(z, /» dx       (z = x + iy),

and   exp(-(v,/))d"(()e S';,   since   8"(t) G S*;.   Further,   since   f(z) =

(U,exp(i(z, t))),f(z) g (SZ;)' as a function of x = Re(z) g R" for arbitrary but

fixed y e C'\ (C n JV(0, m)). In view of (ii) and (6.3) we have

(/(z),*(*)> = «P(-Z))g(r),exp(,(z,i»),^(x)>

= /"   P(iz)i(x)f   g(t)exp(i(z,t))dtdx

= f   g(t)(   P(iz)t(x)exp(i(z,t))dxdt

= lu, f   4,(x)exp(i(z,t))dx]

= (2*y(cxp(-(y,t))U,0'(t)).

Since by (i), exp(- (y, t))U, g (Sj¡;)', the right-hand side is meaningful. In view of

(3.5) this can be written as

(6.4) (f(z),*(x)) = (a?[exp(-(y,t))U],t(x)),       ^S?,

This proves (iii).
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To prove (iv) assume $ is a bounded set in S*«; then $ = {</>(/) = </>(-/):

<p g $} is a bounded set in S*«. Let <p" G $". Since supp(LV) ç C*, we have

(exp(-(y,t))U,<t>'(t)) = (U,X(t)cxp(-(y,t))<l>'(t)),

where X(t) is the same as defined by (4.7) in which b is taken to be zero. By Lemma

4.6,

{X(r)exp(-(.M»*'(0:*e*,.ye C'\(C n N(0, m)),\y\ < ß}

is a bounded set in Sa\ where ß is an arbitrary but fixed real number greater than

m. Since U g (S*«)', C/ is continuous and bounded in 5*«. Thus

{<exp(-(.y, r»i/, </>'(/)): * g «>,>, G C'\(C n 7V(0,m)), M < ß}

= «i/, X(r)exp(-<>-, r»**(r)>: * e <&,>> g C'\(C 6 iV(0, m)), M < ß}

is a bounded set in the complex plane. Since $ is an arbitrary bounded set in S*«,

{(exp(- (y, t))U,: y g C'\(C O A/(0, m)), |j| < ß)} is a strongly bounded set in

(S%i)'. Since the Fourier transform is a strongly continuous mapping of (S*«)' onto

(S¿)', the set

{f(z):y = Im(z) G C'\(C n AT(0, «)). H < ß}

= {J^[exp(-(y, /))[/,:>-= Im(z) G C\(C O JV(0, m)), \y\ < ß]}

is strongly bounded in (S£;)'.

It remains to prove (v). From the proof of (iv) we have

(exp(-(y,t))U,^(t)) = (U,X(t)cxp(-(y,t))4>'(t)) -> <[/, X(/)*"(0>

by Lemma 4.5, asy^OjeC'cC. Thus the sequence {exp(- (>\ t))U: y g C

c C} converges in the weak topology of (S*«)' to U g (S*«)' as y -* 0, y g Ce C.

But from §3, S*« is a Montel space; therefore by Edwards [10, Corollary 8.4.9, p.

510], {exp(- (y, t))U: y G C c C) converges in the strong topology of (S**)' to

U g (S*«)' as y -* 0, y G C c C. Using the fact that the Fourier transform is

strongly continuous from (5*«)' to (Sg«)', we have from (6.4) that

{f(z):y = Im(z) g C c C) = {^[exp(-<>>, r»^]:*- Im(z) g C c C}

converges in the strong topology of (S¡¡;)' to^[U] g (Sft)' us y -» 0, y g Ce C.

This completes the proof of the theorem.

Results converse to Theorems 5.2 and 6.3 are given in the following theorem.

Theorem 6.4. Assume {ak}, (bk) G 37c. Let C be an open convex cone such that

each compact subcone C c C satisfies property P. Let U = P( — D)g(t), where g(t) is

a continuous function on R" satisfying (6.1) and P(D) is the ultradifferential operator

defined by (3.9). Let supp(t/) c C* = C/(0, C). Then U G (S**)', and there exists a

function f(z) G //°satisfying(i)-(iv):

(i)/(z)= (t/,exp(/(z,0)),zG r(C',w),C'cC;
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(ii)/(z) = J^[exp(- (y, t))U,], z G T(C, m), C c C, where the equality in (ii) is

in the (S ft)' sense;

(iii) {/(z): y - Im(z)€ C'\(C n AT(0, m)), |>>| < Q) is a strongly bounded set

in (Sft)', where Q is an arbitrary but fixed real number greater than m;

(iv)/(z) ->3*[U] G (S ft)' in the strong (weak) topology of (S ft)' as y = Im(z) -♦ 0

(yeC'c C).

Proof. Since C* is a regular set [23, 98, 99], supp(g) = supp(/7) ç C*. Let C be

an arbitrary but compact subcone of C and let m > 0 be arbitrary. As in the proof

of Theorem 5.2 it can be shown that g(t) g (S*«)', and hence U = P(-D)g(t) g

(5*;)'. Therefore, by Lemma 6.2,/(z) = ([/, exp(/(z, i>)) G H?. For this/(z) and

U G (S^i)', results (iii), (iv), (v) of Theorem 6.3 are true.

Appendix.

Equality of the spaces 5U*« and Sa n Sh«. Throughout this section we shall assume

that x is a one-dimensional real variable. Instead of assuming condition (M.l), we

shall assume that ak satisfies: there is a constant dx > 0 such that

(A.l) [j\ak-jaj<dxak,       0 <y < ¿.

Theorem A.l. Let ak satisfy (M.l) and (M.2), and bk satisfy (A.l) and (M.2). Then

(A.2) sat n sfc« = s%.

Proof. Evidently, S£ c [SGk n S*«].

Now, let <t> g Sa n 5*«. Then there exist constants C > 0 and « > 1 such that for

all k G N, <7 G N, we have

(A.3) |***(*)| < Chkak   and    |$'(x)| < Ch"bq.

Using integration by parts, the Leibnitz product-derivative formula and inequali-

ties (A.3) we have

ll*V||U  i (yjf2/)^/^ \x2k-JHxl<t>i2q-J)(*)\dx

Next, using inequalities (M.l), (M.2) and (A.l), we easily get

(A.4) \\xk<P"(x)\\22<CL2ik + 'l)a2kb2,       L = A(l + e), e > 0.

Now, in view of Lemma 4.1 and inequality (A.4), we have

||xV(x)|U<(2vV)"1(||xV(x)||2+||xVi+1)(^)l!2+||A:^-V(x)||2)

< (2^YlCLk + <akbq{\ + Lbq + x/bq + L-xkak_x/ak)

< (2^)~1CLk + "akbq{\ + LKH"+1bx + L^ldx/ax)

^CxLk + iakbq,       Lx = L(\ + 8), 8 > 0.

Hence <p g S1*«, and consequently [5aj n S*«] c 5*«. This completes the proof.
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Note that the conditions of the above theorem are satisfied by {(p!)°), a > 1.
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